
Frank Armstrong (1900 - 1967)

The distinctive drawings of Frank Armstrong appeared in Dalesman from the late

1950s right up to his death in 1967. That year Dalesman published the book,

Yorkshire Landmarks which contained 53 of Frank’s drawings… a fitting tribute

to his work.

Dalesman holds no pretensions when it comes it comes to art.

The five men who have graced the editor’s chair have never

sought to impress upon readers their own preferences but always

tried to showcase as wide a range of styles as possible.

There’s only one essential ingredient required for any piece of

Dalesman artwork: Yorkshire. 

The first full-colour artwork to appear in the magazine was by

Fred Lawson. His painting ‘The River Yore’ was especially done

for Dalesman and appeared in July 1946.
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Owen Bowen (1873-1967)

Leeds born Owen Bowen

was well known for his

views of Yorkshire and

appeared several times on

the pages of Dalesman. A

few northern public

galleries hold collections

of his work.

Marie Hartley (1905-2006)

As well as being a diligent chronicler of life and tradition in the

Yorkshire Dales alongside Ella Pontefract and Joan Ingilby, Marie

Hartley was also an accomplished artist. She was a particularly

talented wood engraver and provided countless illustrations for

Dalesman magazine and books. She studied at Leeds College of

Art and also at Slade School of Art in London.

Fred Lawson (1888-1969)

A popular Dalesman

contributor from the early

days, Fred Lawson was skilled

in many forms of art from lino-

cuts to watercolours and

sketches. From 1958 to his

death, Fred contributed a

monthly letter about life in the

Dales, in particular

Wensleydale where he lived.

He also produced the

magazine’s first full-colour

picture in 1946. His daughter

Sonia, also a talented artist,

contributed many pieces to the

magazine over a 15-year

period.
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H. Hudson Rodmell (1896-1984)

Hull-born H Hudson Rodmell was best

known for his commercial work as a naval

poster artist but for Dalesman he regularly

painted or sketched coastal scenes for the

magazine to use as and when we pleased –

a gesture much appreciated by readers and

his work is still much admired by fellow

artists.

Joseph Appleyard 1908-1960)

A talented all-round artist Joseph

Appleyard’s work featured in many a

Dalesman during the 1940s and 1950s.

He became well known nationally for his

horse and sporting paintings but

Dalesman readers were treated to many

of his intricate pen illustrations. He also

contributed several covers. He died

tragically in 1960 when he fell from a bus

at Lawnswood, Leeds. His artwork

appears elsewhere in the exhibition.

Unfortunately, We haven’t space to

feature all the artists who regularly

contributed to Dalesman over the years.

Below, the first full colour page to appear in

Dalesman was adorned by this Fred Lawson

watercolour entitled The River Yore (1946).

Owen Bowen painted this picture of Appletreewick. It appeared in  Dalesman in 1966.

Percy Monkman 1892-1986

Bradford-born Percy was one of the first contributors

to Dalesman. He painted landscapes in oils, watercolour

and gouache. This painting (right) called A Memory of

Austwick appeared in 1985.




